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SCOPE NOTE 

This Interagency Intelligence Memorandum is the first National 
Intelligence Council-sponsored assessment of current and future capa- 
bilities of the East European countries to cantribute to the high- 
technology objectives that the Soviets have identified as key elements in 
upgrading the Bloc's economic and military potential.' To a lesser 
extent we also assess the will and the ability of the countries of Eastern 
Euro-ch with its own agenda and interests-to engage in a 
program of cooperative technology development and sharing in areas 
vital to economic development in the region. In reviewing how Eastern 
Europe, might contribute to Soviet needs, this Memorandum focuses on 
seven technology development areas identified by the Council for 
Mutual Economic Assistance (CEMA) in its Comprehensive Program for 
Scientific and Technical Progress to the Year 2000. These seven areas 
are: computers and software, microelectronics, telecommunications, 
factory automation, advanced materials, nuclear energy, and biotech- 
nology. 

Because the Soviets will seek major contributions from technology 
leaders in each area, overall assessments of East European technological 
caDabilities are based on the best available rather than an average 
technology level in the region. In some technology areas-biotechnology, 
for exampledur  ability to assess and forecast East European technol- 

--- _ _  - -. .- - -ogy levels-is. limited by gaps in our information. Overal1,the Intelli- 
gence Community has directed limited resources to East European 
technology, choosing instead to concentrate on Soviet developments. r 

For purposes of this IIM, Eastern Europe refers to Bulgaria, Czcchos~alrir. East Germany. Hungary. 
Poland, and Romania-the Eprt European members of cEMA.0 
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KEY JUDGMENTS 
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Eastern Europe will continue to support-but will not be a full 

partner inC-viet technology development. Nearly all East European 
contributions to the Soviet effort are non-leading-edge technologies that 
the Soviets themselves could produce, like computer wripherals and 
traditional machine tools. Indeed, Eastern Europe has supplanted the 
West as the USSR’s major supplier of machine took There are, 
however, pockets of expertise where the East European contribution is 
more significant, such as East Germany’s electron beam furnaces and 
advanced integrated circuits. -1 

The Soviets are taking three approaches to promoting technology: 
(a) better coordinatioxi among countries of the Council for Mutual 
Economic Assistance (CEMA), (b) acquiring more technology from the 
West, and (c) hoping that general economic reform will spur technology 

, d e v e l o p m e n t . l I  
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The “CEMA 2000” program is the Soviets’ main effort to improve 
Eastern Europe’s technological contribution, but we do not believe it 
will help very much. Aiming to raise the level of indigenous Bloc 
technology to world standards by the year 2000, Moscow is promoting 
new forms of cooperation that emphasize direct enterprise-to-enterprise 
links: 

-We believe that the East European countries will find it very 
difficult to raise significantly the quality and volume of machin- 
ery and equipment exports to the USSR over the next three 
years. Moscow has had only limited success in compelling its 
allies-or even its own managers-to follow the less bureaucrat- 
ically &ntralized procedures for joint ventures it has promoted. 

-Although Gorbachev’s personal commitment to the success of 
the CEMA 2000 program implies that the technological contri- 
butions of Eastern Europe will increase in time, these contribu- 
tions in themselves will not enable the Soviets to make signifi- 
cant inroads on the West’s technological lead. T I  

Another of Moscow’s goals for the CEMA 2000 program is for the 
Bloc to acquire more Western technology-both by legal and illegal 
means: 
- We expect all East European countries to step UP their efforts to 

illegullv acquire COCOM-controlled Western technology, with 

3 
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Hungary and Bulgaria being the most active. We believe that 
East European countries retain for their own use most COCOM- 
controlled equipment thus obtained. 

-With respect to legal acquisition, several East European coun- 
tries have eased restrictions on joint ventures with Western 
firms, but progress has been slow. Some of the technology so 
acquired would surely be passed to the USSR. 

Moscow is ako enmuraging the East Europeans to follow its owh 
partial economic and trade reforms, set in place to spur technology 
development. However, although the climate for reform is much 
improved under Gorbachev, the full-fledged, market-oriented changes 

L 

that are really needed to close the technology gap with the West are 
clearly a long way off, TI 



... DISCUSSION 

Soviet Motivations 

1. Corbachev has made increased cooperation with 
Eastern Europe one of the prinrruy features of his 
industrial modernization pr0gram-a key element of 
his strategy to revitalize the Soviet economy. The 
program he has outlined aims at bringing the auality 
of Soviet products and the efficiency of Soviet industry 
up to world standards by the year u)o. This is to be 
achieved through accelerated technological develop 
ment, innovation, and renovation of industrial capital. 
If successful, the modernization program would 
strengthen the industrial base and thus better enable 
the USSR to compete economically and militarily with 
the West and promote the image of vitality and 
strength that Soviet global prestige demands. Gorba- 
chev has increased the pressure on the East Europzans 
to export more and better auality goods to the USSR. 
Existing trade protocols for 1986-90 probably call for 
the East Europeans to increase exwrts to run trade 
surpluses and pay back outstanding debts owed Mos- 

2. Unlike the West, where industrial modernization 
is driven by both supply and demand factors-with 

- interaction- between the two stimulating economic 
growth-Gorbachev's modernization program has 
concentrated primarily on increasing the supply of 
more technologically advanced equipment. Since 
assuming leadership, Corbachev has consistently ex- 
horted the scientific and industrial establishments to 
expand the supply of key technologies and to move 
these new technologies more rapidly into industry. His 
program emphasizes development of the high-technol- 
ow sectors of the economy that provide the advanced 
Wuipment and processes needed for industrial and 
military modernization, especially microelectronics 
and instrumentation; computer equipment and soft- 
ware; telecommunications; new materials; and ma- 
chine tools, flexible manufacturing systems, and robot- 
ics. To get the modernization program off to a good 
start, the current Five-Year Plan (1986-90) calls for 
ambitious production targets: 

- Production of computer equipment is slated to 
grow by 18 percent annually through 1990. By 
that time, the Soviets plan to produce a total of 

cow. 0 

. 
l 

1.1 million pemnal computers, compared with 
almost none until the mid-19- 

- Output of the main producer of instrumentation 
equipment and process control computers is slat- 
ed to grow by 11 percent per year in the 1986-90 
wriod, up from 6 percent in the previous five- 
year period 

-Production of robots during this period is to 
increase annually by 17 percent, numerically 
controlled machine tools by 14 percent, and 
machining centers by fM percent compared with ?' 
1981-85 p r o d u c t i o n . r I  

3. While the Soviets probably will not meet most of 
these targets, they have already taken a number of 
steps to provide more and better machinery in each of 
these areas. Most significantly, investment in the civil- 
ian machine-building ministries is to increase by , a 
massive 80 percent during 1986-90 compared with the 
1981-85 period. Meanwhile, funding for "science"-a 
rough indicator of the resources committed to RLD- 
is a h  to increase sharply. But the USSR remains far 
behind the West in the production and application of 
key technologies that drive industrial modernization 
(see figure 2). and, despite higher investment to SUP- 

port these production goals, the backward state of 
domestic technology will force the USSR to look to 
Eastern Europe and the West for h e l p . I - 1  

Seeking Greater East European Assistance 

4. SdtT cooperation figured prominently in Gorba- 
chevk speeches to both the East German party con- 
gress in April 1986 and the Polish party congress in 
June 1986. The sole focus of the October 1987 CEMA 
&ion in Mascow was to "elaborate a mechanism of 
economic cooperation that would make the maximum 
contribution to implementing the strategy of deepen- 
ing and intensifying [CEMA] integration processes." 

5. The organizational thrust of Moscow's SLT COOR 

eration policy reflects both the Soviets' concern for 
raising the overall technological level and economic 
performance of the Bloc and Moscow's drive for 

0 



Figure 2 
Selected Advanced Manufacturing Technologies: . 
The United States Versus the USSR 

.7.1 
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increased leverage over Epst European SIT ~ r o e r ~ m s .  
For example: 

-The December 1985 CEMA summit designated 
11 of the 16 new Soviet interbranch SIT com- 
plexes (MNTKs) * as CEMA “head ~rgonizations” 
for Bloowide S&T programs Other Sovie$ bodies 
were placed in charge of the remainder of the 93 
projects of the CEMA u)o * urogram. 

‘The MNTKs arc national Soviet organintiom Eondrting of 
scientific rescarch institutes. engineering and design fdities. and 
pilot prcdridion plants The mabrity of the hrge odenti6c and 
technial mdena were set UD by a Pditbum decree of Demnkr 
1985 to solve SLT tasks that extended beyond any one ministry’s 
ilrw of resrmnsibility.u 

*The CEMA ux)o orowam. or the Comprehensive k r a m  for 
Scientific and Technical Proares to the Year eo00. f- on even 
technology areas: camputers and sooltwarc. microelectronics, tele 
mmmiinications, factory automation. biotechnology, advanced ma- 
terials. and nuclear energy.n 

I 

-Soviet speciPllsts have been put in charge of the 
Eve CEMA worldag m u m  charged with devel- 
oping axmete targets for the CEMA eo00 prior- 
ity areas. 

-At a 1986 meeting on CEMA coowration, the 
Soviets reportedly threatened to levy unspecified 
6nes on the East Europeans if they did not 
sucoesfully dkchaqce their CEMA eo00 respon- 
sibilities in their ~ t i~d S&T programs. In 
addition, tough Soviet negotiating tactics over 
Czechadovakia’s RLD obIigations “shocked” 
Prague officials. who were threatened with re- 
ductions of raw materials shipments if they 
refused Soviet d e m a n d s [ ]  

6. The East European response to the Soviet push 
for greater S&T cooperation has been mixed. The 

. 
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poles and the Bulgarians have been openly enthusiastic 
from the outset. probably because they anticipate 
better acoes to the extensive Soviet and regional R&D 
network and resource base. In contrast, the East 
Germans-the most technologically advanced mem- 
ber of the Bloo-have been cool to participating in the 
D ~ o g r a m ,  The HunePrions have indicated that they 
feel they have much more to soia from scientific 
oooperatioa with the West than from the USSR and 
that S&T coomtion with the Soviets will be a one- 
way street = 
7. Increasing the level of S&T cooperation with 

Eastern Europe could d o r d  the soviets several w 
nomic and political benefits It has the potentid to: 

-Foster greater politid and economic inter- 
dependency among the CEMA countries con- 
serving scarce hard currency supplies and, even- 
tually, lessening their reliance on Western 
technology, while remaining under Soviet con- 
trol. 

-Allow the Soviets to tap into the pockets of 
technological expertise that exist in Eastern 
Europe. 

production burden to the USSR's East European 
allies 

-Allow the Soviets to concentrate on more 
advanced technology development programs, es- 
pecially those with military applicatiodr' ._ 

- 

- Reduce the wasteful dupbcation of effort and the 
production of incompatible products in the 
region as a whole. 

-Enhane Soviet ability to manage programs for 
the acquisition of Western technology. I] 

8. The Soviets apparently believe that increased 
S&T cooperation would serve their security as well as 
their economic objectiver I 

-Shift some of the research, development, and 

East  European Technical Capabilities 

9. Althoush ik producb are d y  inferior to those 
manufactured in the West, Eastern Europe m a region 
is ahead of the USSR in several key technology 
pducb.  due largely to the region's more developzd 
contacts with Western technology pt0du-r~ (see fie- 
ure 3). & the ppst East Euromn products and 
exputise have contributed to Soviet requirements in 
the areas of machine tools, computer wuipment. 
micrdectroni~, robotics, and telecommunicatiolk 
Moreover, the East European countries have enhanced 
Soviet access to Western technology by serving as 
additional collectors of foreign equipment and know- 
how under Soviet-managed acquisition programs. (See 
table 1 for an overview of East European national 
economic and technological performance and cooper- 
ation with the U S S R ) n  

Computers 

10. The most jmportant East European contri- 
butions to the USSR -- -_ probably - - . will continue to be 
peripheral devices-such as disk drives, video 
communications terminals, and electromechanical 
input-output devices--pnd systems and appliations 
software. Although the soviets can produce these 
devices indigenously, East Euromn eauipment is 
superior to generally .available Soviet equipment, 
although les advanced than Western vroducts. East- 
ern Europe has mwidd the USSR with some good 
quality, general purpase central procesorq but these 
have been of relatively minor importance h the total 
Soviet computer inventory. 

11. Collectively. the East Euro~ean countries have 
made and will continue to make contibutions to the 
USSR's ability to meet its general purpose computing 
needs. These contributions, primarily in the civil area, 
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Table 1 
The East European Countries: 
Key Economic and Technological Characteristics 

Technical x Level of Cooperntion 

Bulgaria Lading producer and supplier of Bulgaria has established joint enter- General Secntary Wlivkov hu 
magnetic disk &vu In CEMA. prtKJ with the Soviets in the produc slowed the mce of the amMtfour 
Thae d d v a  are genmllv a m i d -  tion of machine tools and robot con- 
ered to be superior to Soviet models. trollers A b  works closely with 

Soviets in the area of &mputer pro- 
duction and software development. 

Czechoslovakia Eastern Europe's lading producer 
of nuclar  reactors and related 
equipment that it qualitatively on a 
m r  with Wet eaulpment (although 
based on Soviet d d m 2  Czechwlc- 
vakh b not .Ilowed. however. to 
DrodU~Cantrol rod, or urn out 
any mrichment or reprocegfng of 
nuclar  mtalal.  
Altho& wt u advanced u Eut 
Germmy, Qccharlanld. has a long 
htstow of m c h h  tool m n u f a e  
ture. and it a n  produw a wtde 

changes he a n d  in July 1981 
Bureaucratic and Iwmnncl change 
have blurred the lina of authority 
within the mrty and the zovern- 
ment and cmted confudan among 
thaw rumndble for enecuttng hh 
wisha Appnntly at Wet urglm 
Zhivkov hu opted to take mo& tim 
in waking out details. 

+hoslovakia. the USSR's s m n d -  The Cwhoslovrb are engaged In 
largest trnding partner. has histori- debate over the extent and DIQ of 
cplly followed Moscow's l a d  closel~ economic ratrumu(ns. h a result 
and hac been one of the most vocal of their disagreements, arbliatlon 
among the Eut Euromn countries of a timetable hu bem Dortponal. 
in &ding for closer trade ties and In his ant sneech u mrty Cenml 
economic Integration. Secretary. M U u  j a k a  took the mid 
A Jolnt Czechoslovak-Soviet robot mnd between &-ld 
development center was estoblished coruerntive efewnb In tb m* 
in Praov. Czechorlovrkia. in 1985. and 'lgnlkd than .nvthM 

else a policv of caathlty 4th the 
m d w l  mce of change a d w e d  by 
former m r t y  bosr Husk.  

NW of convenlocul and advanced 
machina tools ud Rexible nunufac- 
tudng ryrtemr 
Ladtng Eul E-n d u c e r  of The Sovld Union'r lading trnding 
microelatmnler and eanmter partner. A b  the ladinr  Eost Eure 
eauipment, most of which b r e m -  ocnn sumlier to the USSR of ma- 
edly more relioble than Soviet chine took comwters, integrated 
counterparts circuits. and other high-technolow 

, 

East Germany Eost German leader Honccker con- 
tinua to defend the comectnrn of 
Eut Berlin's economlc mlida b u d  
on centralized dructurcr and plan- 
ning. with Uttk room for orlvrte 

semiconduetor manufacturing I 

I 

. I. 
I 
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Key Economic and Technological Characteristi 

Table 1 (continued) 
The East European Countries: 

Tcchno~~opI Level of Cooperation - Statusof 
shength With the USSR Economk Reforma 

Hungary Its computer industry, although Soviet-Hungarian S&T coolxiation The Hungarians, followhg Cmnl 
small, m i n t d m  ckse camemtion hu become more advanced in re- Secretary War's cnutiou, and indc 
with Watern &nu and produces cent years and has among its Drinci- ckive lad, are pnxedlng In piece 
nearly a full Une of rclhble comput- pal objectives the development of 26 meal fashion, The overall Wce of 
er equipment through domestic pro- new technological processes for the reform h inruetcknt to ovemme 
grams w u n d a  foreign licerue. production of chemical reagents and the country's ralour problmu PID 
Hunlclrv ah the meat ad,,,& fabrication of large-mle integrated kcted austerity meuunq including 
producer of am~iationr software in drmits an imcatant pcluge of tax refom 
Eutan Europe, m e  of which h Hungary established two bint yen- that 
marketed and sold in the West t u r a  with the Soviets during 1987: a lorn* wm n o t ~ b b  
Hunpn ,, -edly Idnr ntp ktnt em to 
dta of , d v m 4  -w to cuitl WPI created In May. and a firm 

to jointly produce advanced medical 
instrumentation was formed In the Soviet space m n m  

&dous fXOnOmiC PrOblmU haw? A ~ ~ L  
limited the amount of mrmrcu 
available for Industrial investment. 

Into effect in JamUW 
the 

integrated cir- standard of l l ~ ~  

Poland One of the leading producers of Poland ~ ~ p p l i a  the Soviet Union Poland b trying to put the tat doa 
computer prlntar in CEMA. mer- with computer equipment. such as pxsibleon the November 1987 dcfa 
ally on I ~r with Swiet and East printers. b p p y  disk drives. and of the referendm It hoped to use to 
German models. minicomputers justify d n c o n h  mice Mka Ihe m 
Technology role limited by the vir- The immediate prospects for direct dme annound a 4@mt 
tual &psa of the Polish economy t i a  to Soviet, enterprlsa a n  limited Dda fa '888 
In 1981. by the generally neslected state of the cm 

Poland's high-technolm industria ernment - dsrntnlim"m economledacMan mklm 
~- 
Romania In Romania, already the most tech- Romania has not been  a major Dpr- 

nobgkdly backward nation in East- t i d p n l  in CEMA S&T programs 
and h not NpDkd the USSR with 

m d  welfare have w w n e d  during dgni6unt quantities of high-tech- 

In Romanla, pressure to abandon 
Secretary Generat C a u ~ a c u ' s  111- 
considered cconomic pok!la hu rh 
en in the d e  of the riots in Brun 

' em Europe, worker productivity 

the 198Q u food and fuel shortages nology products. 
have i n t d f k d .  Moreova, Pnd- 
dent Cer- hu mueezed the 
domestic to boost export 
carnina and to pay df foreign cred- 
iton as quickly u msible to prevent 
thdr inteerfaence in domestic 
pollda. 

but the Romanian l a d s  cantlnues 
to rak any chi- recently 
at a special party conferma in De 
ember  1987. 

&thclrc on imports of spare parts 
and of invatmmt goods needed to 
modernize the industrhl bw 
undermining the potential for future 
growth. 

I I 
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serve as supplementary sources of hardware and soft- 
ware products. technical know-how, a d  services. 
Data on actual Bows of E?st Euromn computer 
equipment to the USSR are scarce and uneven. For 
some of the key contributions (based mainly on Enst 
European open souroes). see table 

Table 2 
Current Deliveries to the USSR 
of Selected East European 
Computer Equipment 

-' 

s 

* 

Cornouter termlnab 4.000 to 5.000 
This table Is- 

Microelectronics 

12. Although the increasing Bow of microelectronic 
devices from Eastern Europe to the Soviet Union fills 
an important niche in providing circuits that go 
primarily into civilian applications, the total quantities 
involved do not represent a large proportion of total 
Soviet IC consumption. East Germany, the leading 
country in the region in microelectronics develop 
ment, is the primary supplier of ICs and related 
equipment to the Soviets. We believe that the majority 
of the most advanced East German ICs are exported to 
the USSR. In addition, the East German production 
combine Carl Zeiss Jena is CEMA's leading producer 
of semiconductor production wuipment, much of 
which is shipped to the Soviets (see inset). 1-1 

-- 

Telecommunications 

s 

1 

t 

13. The East European countries export medium- 
technology telecommunications equipment to the 
USSR. East Germany supplies two types of automatic 
telephone exchanges, having shipped 250,OOO lines in 
1984. Czechoslovakia has been a longstanding supplier 
to the USSR of kdio and television transmitters, and 
Hungary has been an active contributor in the field of 
computer networks. I] 

Factory Automation 

14. As a region, Eastern Europe rivals the USSR in 
the overall value of its machine tool output. although 
national capabilities vary widely. The leader, East 

~ 

M Z d u h : A  Model Combine 

East German l a d a s  tend to sin& out the Kombinat 
VEB Carl Zeia Jena (CU) ps the modd industrial 
combine Looted and candete ly  destmyod by the Red 
Army iounediptdy after World War XI,  CZJ teasem- 
bled thosesmpbr&r wbo did not &a to the wert d 
bsouns OIW of tbe CDRi d -v d- 
V d  oombi i  ft b riddv d 8 1 8  *v#id 
kpda h yw6 tcddauia PprtlCuLrlY opticr Tbe 
c o a h c  rdk a t a t s i d y  in the West and a c q h  
Westem tccbnobw. CZJ a h  dsts the USSR in a 
variety of 1ccq ind& tupglying V h o t O ~ t  
pnoc tcddogy  and military optics such as night 
virion devices and laser range6nd~ In ramt yeug 

field, UNI. soaetime M o r e  the end of the century, the 
commny hops to produce 4-ammbit dynamic RAM 
memorydeviarp k d  of tedumbgy c u d y  at th 
prototype stage in t k  wet  he combine is e l s ~  3 
Bloc's leading producer of semioonductor production 
eauipment-tnost notably e k h n  beam photo lithog- 
raphy machiner--with a large percentage going to the 
U S S R . I ]  

hW b e  morS 8dVC the L d C d C C h I l b  

CZJ has 24 subordinate enterprises and 69,000 em- 
~IOYWS, making it one of the largest enterprise-s in the 
country. It produces more than $2 billion worth of 
electronics and optics cpuipment annually and sends 
more than 60 percent of its total output to other Eastern 
Bloc m n t r i q  including 30 percent to the Soviet 
Union G?,J in early 1986 had two research orpniza- 
tions with 7,!5M employees, a c l w  working relationship 
with the Fri&rich Schiller.Uniueaity of Icy, and.r 
wholly ru-ed foreign trade enterprise (with a 
branch otace in New York City). The combine & one of 
only a handful autborizsd its Own hard currency a c  
count4 reward for its superior export performance. 

CW dis~lan many of thc characteristia the party 
leodsnhip & trying to instill t b y h o u t  the cxx)nomy. 
and it often is used as a standard of commr&on In 
January 1986 the combine recdved lengthy, front-page 
prpfse in the Communist pow newsDaper N e u c ~  
DeutrdJMd Party leader Honecker had glowing 
words during a visit to one of its plants in May of that 
same year, Praise typically centers on Wk: 

n 

- Technologidly advilnd, h&-uuality output. 

-Suaxss at exporting to the West and to socialist 
countries. 

-Steady growth and rapid increases in productivity. 

-Close working ties between researchers and the 
factory f l 0 o r . n  

11 
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Germany, currently supplies over one-fourth of the 
,I  total value of Soviet machine tool imports. Relatively 

advanced computer-numericaNyantrolled (CNC) 
tools account for more than 40 percent of the GDR's 
annual machine tool outout, a share three times larger 
than that achieved by Soviet producers but still small 
compared with the shores held by advanced CNC 
machine tools in Western p d u d  lines. East Germany, 
Czechoslovakia, Bukaria, d Hungary are key SUP 
pliers of forges and presses. advanced numerically- 
controlled and computer-numeridyantxulled tools. 
and flexible manufacturing system (FMS) components 
to the Soviets. T I  

15. In response to Soviet DmsUre, the Ehst Europe- 
an machine tool industries intend to increase exports to 
the USSR for 198&90 and expand R I D  and produc- 
tion links to the Soviets. Analysis of available East 
European national export p b  tarsets indicates that 
the value of machine tooh going to the USSR is slated 
to grow by more than one-third during 1986-90 over 
the previous five-year period. The largest supplier, 
East Germany, is committed to raise exports by 33 
percent. and second-place Czechoslovakia promises a, 
40-percent increase. 

16. Nearly all of this growth in the value of 
machine tool exwrts will stem from the higher quality 
mix of machine tools scheduled to come from Eastern 
Europe-absolute numben of tools exported will grow 
only slightly. The draft "Program on Multilateral 
Specialization and Coproduction" recently published 
by the CEMA Committee for Cooperation cited some 
80 agreements that Call for productidh of 179 Fkf!&, 86 
types of industrial robots, and 210 models of new 
metalcutting machine took. Plans a h  call for the 
development and production of advanced instrumen- 
tation and control components for transfer lines and 
FMSs. [ I  

0 

Advanced Materials 

17. The level of development in Eastern Europe in 
advanced materials varies widely from country to 
country, and it is not clear how much the region 
contributes to Soviet dewdopments. For the most part, 
East European expertise is concentrated in particular, 
narrow technical areas rather than being broad based. 
Individual East European scientists are brought to the 
USSR to participate in RLD projects. East European 
contacts are more important to the USSR as a source of 
the machinery and equipment (for example, East 
German electron beam guns) needed to process ad- 
vanced materials than for the advanced materials 
themselves. As a result, several countries in the region 
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have one or two world-clas R&D areas: East Cerma- 
ny, for example. in electron beam furnace technology 
and Czechoslovakia in electmlag remelting and el- 
troslag welding t e c h n o l o g y . l /  

Nudear Energy - .  

18. With the exception of computer technology, 
CEMA cumeration in the nuclear en erg^ field is 
probpbly more developed than In any Oiber technol- 
ogy area. czechaslovakia is the clear leader in Eastem 
Europe in the productiod of wuiprnent for nuclear 
reactors and is capable of manufacturing more than 80 
percent of all the operating equipment muired for 
medium-sized (440-mcgawatt) reactors. Thir produo 
tion, however, is derived from Soviet designs and 
almost exclusively ~uppl ie~ East Euro~ean nuclear 
p h t r  In addition. the Soviets do not allow any East 
Europenn country to produce the nuclear fuel bundles 
that go into their reacton. Each of the other East 
European countries  produce^ equipment under a 
CEMA agreement (signed in 1979 and covering the 
period 1981-90) on specialization, coproduction. and 
reciprocal deliveries of equipment for nuclear power 
plants. T I  

# 

f 

Biotechnology 

19. Cooperation in biotechnology appears to LK the 
least developed of the key tedinology fields. Each East 
Europeaii CEl1.i country escept Romania has identi- 
fied biotechnology as a priority area of development, 
and Hungary and Czechorlovnki are the Bloc leaders 
in pha&&uti&1 and agricultural biotechnology av- 
plications. The region as a whole is placing a heavy 
emphasis in this area and has aggressively pursued 
Western technological assistance to help meet its goals. 
0 
Role of Western Technology 

20. Eastern Europe has used several methods to 
transfer advanced Western technology to the Soviet 
Union: export of indigenously manufactured products 
incorporating Western components or technology; 
legal purchases of products and licenses to Western 
technology; and clandestine acquisition of militarily 
significant Western technology, epuipment, and 
know-how. However, no Warsaw Pact military equip- 
ment incorporates Western c o m p o n e n t s . l l  

Export of Embedded Western Technology 

21. We believe that the most frequent transfer 
mechanism used by Eastern Europe is the export to 

b 
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the USSR of indigenously manufactured products con- 
taining Western technology or components, acquired 
both legally and illegally. East European computer 
equipment, machine tools. robots, and other micra- 
electronics-based products imported by the Soviets 
contain various amounts of Western integrated circuits 
and technology. Hungary and Bulgaria, the most 
active collectors of dual-use Westem technology, stin 
rely almost exclusively on Western chips a d  other 
technology in the production of this equip-t. I 

licenses 

22. The Soviets aL0 benefit indirectly from E& 
European purchases of licenses to Western tedmobgy 
not only by importing the equipment produoed under 
these arrangements, but also through the know-how 
and service arrangements that sometimes are included 
as part of the deal. Thus, by purchasing license from 
Western firms, the E u t  Europeans are able to provide 
the Soviets with a more reliable product and, in some 
cases, can even funnel Western systems engineering 
and servicing know-how to the Soviets as part of 
CEMA cooDerative arrangements. n 

Clandestine Acquisitions 

23. The third major way in which the Soviets 
receive advanced Western technology from Eastern 
Europe is through East European awuisitions of West- 
ern know-how and equipment in support of Soviet 
technology acquisition effork The Soviets have two 
prograrm_tp_ qmwcdinate their acquisitions of Western 
technology: one administered by the Soviet Military 
Industrial Commission (VPK) and one managed by the 
Soviet Ministry of Foreign Trade.' n 
24. The VPK program targets military and some 

dual-use Western technology to raise the technical 
levels of weapons and military equipment and to 
improve defense manufacturing proas~es through the 
exploitation of designs. This program is designed to 
acquire one-of-a-kind samples and documentation. 
n 

25. During the late 1970s and early 1980s. various 
East European intelligence services provided the Soviet 
VPK program with significant amounts of open- 
source, classified, and corporate proprietary informa- 
tion as well as samples awuired in the West. Much of 
this information waS applied directly in Soviet defense 
industrial ministries. The intelligence services 

' In January 1988 the Ministw of Foreign Trade was merged with 
the State Committee on Foreign Economic Relations to form a new 
Ministry of Foreign Economic R e l a t i o m 0  

reDartedly contributed about 30 percent of the items 
collected by the KCB in accordance with VPK re- 
quirements. During that same period. the KCB con- 
tributed about one-third of the total information and 
ymples collected in efforts to satisfy VPK require- 
ments. Thus, we estimate that the East E u r o m  
contribution was about 10 percent of the VPK require 
ments that were satisfied during this period. 
m 
26. In addition to the VPK program, the former 

Soviet Ministry of Foreign Trade administered an  
illegal trade or diversion program to acquire relatively 
large numbers of dual-use (civilian and military) man- 
ufacturing and test equipment for direct use in pro- 
duction lines. (There is no indication that its successor. 
the Minishy of Foreign Economic Relations, will 
operate differently.) This program salrs exportcon- 
trolled microelectronics. computer. communications.a 
machining, robotics. diagnostic, and other equipmenr 
to increase the throughput of weapons-producing in- 

for domestic use. An analysis of fragmentary data on 
individual c~ses of proven and alleged diversions to 
the USSR suggests that less than 10 percent transited or 
were orchestrated by one of Moscow's East European , a l l i e s ~ l -  - ---- -. ...- __  . 

27. There are some indications that the Soviets are 
making a greater effort to coordinate CEMA imports 
of Western hi& technology. be they legal purchases of 
equipment or licenses, or illegal aawisitions of 
COCOMcontrolled technolow and eaubment. I 



Prospects 

28. hp id ly  escalating Soviet demand and lagging 
domestic production of h a e c h n o l o g y  products en- 
sure that the import of these products from Eastern 
Europe will remain supportive to Soviet industrial 
modernization goals over the next decade The need 
for.additiona1 support from Eastern Europe is made 
even greater by hard curru~cy shortages and restric- 
tive Western export control polides that WIN continue 
to frustrate Soviet efforb to obtain advanced technol- 
ogy from the w e r J 1  
29. The East Europe~n countries dl be hard 

pressed, however, to risnificantly increase the quantity 
of machinery and euuipment deliveries to the USSR 
over the near term. W e  belime that the Soviets will 
continue to p re s  the region to modernize its industrial 
base in key technology WOK and to raise the auality 
of its production Trade plvrs for Czschoslovakia for 
1986-90, for example. include a list of 110 categories 
of machinery and equipment exported to the USSR 
that are to achieve a "higher technological standard." 
Hungary's trade plans with the USSR also include an 
agreement that almost one-third of Hungarian exports 
will be replaced by more modern products over the 

30. We believe that the Soviets are pursuing a 
strategy within CEMA to increase the quantity of 
high-auality equipment and machinery imports from 
Eastern Europe and to raise the level of technology 

+iin-&e-J$x- t q - o + i ~ " w o r l d  standards" by the 
year u)oo. In addition to attempts to increase imports 
of industrial machinery and equipment from individ- 
ual countries, they are trying to establish new forms of 
cooperation that place a greater emphasis on direct 
enterprise-to-enterprise links to better tap technology 
developments in Eastern Europe. Ah ,  the Soviets are 
pushing the East European countries to acauire- 
legally and illegally-advanoed, dual-use production 
technolow both to pas on to the Soviets and to help 
with East EuroDean modernlzation efforts These ef- 
forts, combined with a number of domestic measures 
designed to increase the output of advanced technol- 
ogy, will result in higher production volumes of more 
modern equipment. 

31. In contrast to the measures to increase supply, 
the Soviets and their East Euroman allies have put far 
fewer mechanisms into place on the demand side to 
promote the innovation and diffusion of the appropri- 
ate technologies into machine building and the rest of 
the economy. They have yet to change the system of 

- ( I  

period.- 

0 

plan targets and incentives sufficiently to make it 
generally advantageous for managers to favor innova- 
tion over maintaining the status QUO. Reforms de- 
signed to increase enterprise autonomy will not have 
much effect if managers are still pe~ l i zed  for s t o p  
ping production to accommodate modernization or 
cannot induce machinew suppliers to produce the 
right euuipment and provide reliable installation and 
maintenance S U D P O ~ ~  These are still txmmon obstacles 
confronting plant managers in the CEMA countries. 

32. Ultimatelv. Communist authorities will have to 
rtreomline and decentralize economic deddon making. 
The centrally planned ewnomic system. with its rigid- 
ities, its propensity to centralize development as well 
as decisionmaking, its stultification of competitive 
research, and its tradition of ignoring the needs of the 
user, & ill suited to the demands of automation and t' 
technology development. East European officials, es- 
pecially in Poland and Hungary, have been pressing 
CEMA to accept fundamental reforms in the means 
and structure of trade among Bloc countries. Progress 
has been and is likely to'continue to be slow in the 
introduction of these measures. 11 
33. Increased investment levels in machine building 

and tighter cooperation ivithin CEMA will most likely 
result in greater quantities of key technology products 
in the Soviet Union and Evtern Europe. The prospects 
for significantly r a i s i i  the quality of high-technology 
development within CEMA. however, remain bleak in 
the absence of more far-reaching reforms that would 
decentralize the central plannii apparatus and capital 
allocation procedures enabling managers to demand, 
and ultimately receive, the technolow needed to 
modernize production. T I  
34. Although the CEMA 2000 program represents a 

new form of mpxation, it may not be adequate to 
master the problems pssociated with the development, 
assimilation, and effective use of advanced technol- 
ogies. If the region is g o b  to become truly competi- 
tive in world markets in these technologies. we believe 
the Soviet leadership will have to push for real changes 
both in the domestic economic policies of the Bloc and 
in the CEMA system within which they operate. 
Although the sheer determination of Garbachev's early 
efforts to push the program will probably lead to some 
progress within CEMA in the development and appli- 
cation of these technologies, the gap with the West will 
continue to grow.[] 
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